Signature Gallery NW – Authors T-Z

Geronimo G. Tagatac, The Weight of the Sun, 2006

Mark Thalman, Catching the Limit, 2009
Matthea Thorsteth,
*The Color of Ripening*, 1949

Celeste Thompson, *rabbit fur purse*, 2006

Roger T. Tetlow & Graham J. Barbey,
*Barbey The Story of a Pioneer
Columbia River Salmon Packer*, 1990
Sallie Tisdale, Stepping Westward, 1991

Alison Townsend, Persephone in America, 2009

Terry Toedtemeier and John Laursen

Terry Toedtemeier and John Laursen,
Wild Beauty: Photographs of the Columbia River Gorge, 1857-1957,
2008
Kathleen Tyau, *Makai*, 1999

Ray Palmer Tracy, *Fighting Sheepman*, 1951

Gus Van Sant, *Pink*, 1997
George Venn, *West of Paradise*, 1999

Willy Vlautin, *Lean on Pete*, 2010

"Reading Willy Vlautin is like jumping into a clear, cold lake in the middle of summer. His prose is beautifully spare and clean, but underneath the surface lies an incredible depth, with all kinds of hidden stories and emotions resting in the shadows." —HANNAH TINTI
David Wagoner, 
*Five Poets of the Pacific Northwest*, 1964
see more under *Signature Gallery – Frosting*

Jean M. Ward & Elaine A. Maveety, editors, 
*Yours for Liberty: Selections from Abigail Scott Duniway’s Suffrage Newspaper*, 2000

Morrie Warshawski. *Out of Nowhere*, 1980


Albert Richard Wetjen,
*Way For a Sailor!*, 1928

Illustration J.H. Norseth below

Albert Richard Wetjen, *Fiddler’s Green*, 1930

Opal Whiteley, *The Story of Opal*, 1920
[facsimile] rereleased as
*The Singing Creek Where the Willows Grow: The Rediscovery Diary of Opal Whiteley*
Presented by Benjamin Hoff, 1986
more under *Oregon Originals*

Finn Wilcox, *Here Among the Sacrificed*, 1984
Photos by Steve R. Johnson

see entry under *Signature Gallery – Cake*

Chuck Williams, *Bridge of the Gods, Mountains of Fire: A Return to the Columbia Gorge*, 1980

Charles Erskine Scott Wood
in *Erskine Wood, A Book of Songs*, 1940

additional CES Wood & Sara Bard Field Wood
entry *Signature Gallery – Cake*
much more Wood in *Oregon Originals*

---

Mary Alethea Woodward,
*Songs of the Soul*, 1939

Mary Worthylake,
*Moolack: Young Salmon Fisherman*, 1963

---

Elizabeth Lambert Wood,
*Cougar Pass*, 1933
Illustration by Louise Hosch (above)

see also Anne Shannon Monroe and
Elizabeth Lambert Wood,
*Mansions in the Cascades*, 1936
see *Signature Gallery – M*
M.K. Wren,
*Wake Up, Darling Corey*, 1984

Anna May Wright,
*In the Shadow of Black Rock*, 1956